
In the second quarter of 1999,

Indiana had 140 establishments

that were primary producers of

medical—and biotech-related

products, with a combined

employment of 27,117 workers.

Employment in this industry

accounts for less than 4% of

Indiana’s manufacturing work-

force. Industry payrolls,

however, amount to nearly 7% 

of total Indiana manufacturing

payroll, with average weekly

wages of $1,304. These wages

exceed the state average for all

private employment by 135%

and the state average for manu-

facturing by 68%.

The Medical Device Sector
in Detail: The 1997 U.S. Econom-

ic Census permits a detailed look at

the medical device sector of the med-

ical and biotech industry. Unfortunately,

data on the pharmaceutical sector is

not available at this time due to confi-

dentiality restrictions. The medical

device sector is broken down under 

the new NAICS coding system (see

sidebar description of NAICS) into

eight product-related categories.

On first glance, the medical device

sector may look weak in the high-skill,

high-wage areas, but a closer look at

the data suggests that medical devices

is anything but a low-tech or low-wage

sector. Surgical and medical instru-

ments and surgical appliances and

supplies dominate the sector. While

instruments manufacturing is generally

high-tech, the appliances and supplies

sub-sector is often (but mistakenly)

considered a low-technology, low-skill

area in Indiana. In employment, the

appliances and supplies sub-sector

ranks fourth in the United States and

in shipments/sales/receipts second

nationally. Indiana also ranks second

in average pay ($42,448) and is among

the leading states in productivity in

this sub-sector. The data indicate,

therefore, that rather than being low-

tech, surgical appliances and supplies

are high-value products produced by 

a highly skilled workforce. The elec-

tromedical sub-sector is another

high-skill, high-wage element of med-

ical devices. Unfortunately, the number

of workers employed by the elec-

tromedical devices manufacturers is

difficult to isolate. Most manufacturers

of electromedical devices are primarily

electronics manufacturers and classified

as such. Given Indiana’s large electri-

cal and electronics industry, there is a

considerable amount of hidden elec-

tromedical-related employment.
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Indiana’s Biomedical Industry Today (Part II)

Source: Indiana Dept. of Workforce

Development, Covered Employment and

Wages; data collected and sorted by SIC

Codes.

* Wages reflect second quarter only.

Annual wages may actually be higher

as they will include wages for all

quarters. First- and fourth-quarter

wages often include one-time annual

bonuses.

The Indiana Biomedical Industry, Second Quarter, 1999

Sectors Establishments Employment Weekly Wage*
Pharmaceuticals 27 15,873 $1,611
Other Medicinal 13 380 557
Surgical Instruments 32 5,376 845
Surgical Appliances 43 4,920 938
Other Medical Equipment 17 459 809
Ophthalmic Goods 8 109 490
INDUSTRY TOTALS 140 27,117 $1,304

All Indiana Private 
Industries 148,123 2,543,636 $554

All Indiana Manufacturing
Industries 9,879 690,261 $774

NAICS
The North American Industry Classifi-

cation System (NAICS) is replacing

the U.S. Standard Industrial Classifi-

cation (SIC) system.  NAICS was

developed jointly by the U.S., Canada,

and Mexico to provide new compara-

bility in statistics about business

activity across North America.

NAICS reflects the enormous changes

in technology and in the growth and

diversification of services that have

marked recent decades.



Indiana’s combined medical device

sector, led by surgical appliances and

supplies, is a major player in the

national scene. Indiana surgical appli-

ances and supplies ranks 15th in the

total number of establishments nation-

ally but ranks 11th in employment. In

annual average wages, Indiana ranks

ninth at $36,563, which is just under

the national wage of $36,839. Most

importantly, Indiana ranks seventh in

total shipments/sales/receipts.

Trends in the Industry
Overall, employment in Indiana’s

medical and biotech industry has

declined by 1.1% between 1989 and

1998. However, in the two largest

medical device sectors, employment

has increased at twice the rate of the

nation. Growth in these sectors began

to slow in 1998 and into 1999 in Indi-

ana. U.S. employment figures do not

clearly indicate if this is a local or

national trend. Employment in the

pharmaceutical sector in Indiana has

declined while U.S. employment has

risen; this trend should reverse as Eli

Lilly and Company begins its major

expansion over the next decade. The

aging of the U.S. population is a factor

that leads most industry analysts to

anticipate continuing growth in each

sector of this industry.

Indiana’s Biomedical
Future

Indiana, with its existing manufac-

turing base, research and educational

facilities, and current public policy

emphasis on high-technology business,
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Indiana’s Medical Device Sector

Classifications & Industry Data Establishments     Employment       
Electromedical & Electrotherapeutic 5 202 6,981 20,737
Irradiation Apparatus 6 157 4,837 26,916
Laboratory Apparatus & Furniture 8 135 4,376 16,727
Surgical & Medical Instruments 43 3,330 106,794 495,463
Surgical Appliances & Supplies 33 6,384 270,989 1,683,598
Dental Equipment & Supplies 17 692 19,115 55,319
Ophthalmic Goods 7 118 2,485 10,358
Dental Labs 150 949 21,971 67,748
Medical Devices Total 269 11,967 437,548 2,376,866

Payroll 
($000)

Shipments/
Sales/Receipts

($000)

Indiana’s Share of the U.S. Medical Device Sector

Industry Classifications Establishments     Employment   Payroll      
Electromedical & Electrotherapeutic 0.9% 0.4% 0.3% 0.2%
Irradiation Apparatus 3.9% 1.1% 0.8% 0.7%
Laboratory Apparatus & Furniture 2.1% 0.8% 0.7% 0.8%
Surgical & Medical Instruments 2.7% 3.2% 2.7% 2.7%
Surgical Appliances & Supplies 2.0% 7.5% 9.1% 11.0%
Dental Equipment & Supplies 1.9% 3.9% 3.2% 2.1%
Ophthalmic Goods 1.2% 0.4% 0.3% 0.3%
Dental Labs 2.0% 2.4% 2.2% 2.3%
Medical Devices Total 2.0% 3.4% 3.3% 4.0%

Shipments/
Sales/Receipts 



is in a position to see further growth 

in the medical and biotech industry. 

In addition to the well-broadcast

expansion of Eli Lilly and other simi-

lar companies, efforts are underway 

to stimulate new ventures and entre-

preneurialism in this industry. These

efforts include the 21st Century

Research and Technology Fund estab-

lished by the State of Indiana to

leverage federal research dollars, sup-

port technology transfer and stimulate

new private-sector research. The state

legislature has appropriated $50 mil-

lion to the Fund for the 1999-2001

biennium. The state’s two major

research universities, Indiana Universi-

ty and Purdue University, also attract

approximately $350 million in federal

research grants each year. Of that

amount, $200 million goes to

research related to the biomedical

and medical industry. Industry lead-

ers including Clarian Health, Eli

Lilly, Roche Diagnostics and Dow

AgroSciences joined with the state’s

research universities and the City of

Indianapolis to form the MedAmeri-

ca Research Corridor. The purpose 

of this statewide collaboration is to

attract and nurture new biomedical

companies interested in locating in

central Indiana.

Nevertheless, risks to the industry’s

future growth also exist in Indiana.

Because this is a targeted industry,

heavy competition between states for

new operations and expansions will be

intense. At the same time, rising med-

ical costs may place pressure on

producers to reduce costs through

employment cutbacks or relocations

outside the U.S., where labor is less

expensive. Even positive situations

might cause short-term difficulties as

companies compete for labor in a tight

market. 

By Ted Jockel and Leslie Richardson,

Indiana Department of Commerce.
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Source:  Bureau of Labor Statistics

Changes in the Biomedical Industry, Indiana & U.S., 1989-1998

Establishments Employment Payroll Wages
Indiana   U.S. Indiana U.S. Indiana U.S. Indiana U.S.

Pharmaceuticals Preparations -22.6% 26.5% -15.5% 13.3% 96.0% 100.5% 131.8% 77.0%
Other Medicinal 7.7% 79.0% 247.1% 53.4% 348.8% 130.8% 29.3% 50.5%
Surgical & Medical Instruments 0.0% 36.3% 42.1% 15.2% 102.7% 85.5% 42.6% 61.0%
Surgical Appliances & Supplies 46.2% 25.9% 11.2% 6.2% 112.9% 66.8% 91.5% 57.0%
Other Medical Equipment -36.4% 53.2% 14.7% 42.5% 123.3% 140.2% 94.7% 89.3%
Ophthalmic Goods 0.0% -10.2% 50.0% -12.5% 95.2% 36.2% 30.1% 55.6%
INDUSTRY TOTAL 1.4% 31.4% -1.1% 16.4% 96.3% 99.6% 65.4% 78.1%

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Employment Survey; data collected and sorted by SIC Codes.

Figure 1:  Employment Growth in Largest Biomedical Sectors
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